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control element (3) which can be mounted onto the body (2) and which can change the viscosity of the material whose viscosity can
be changed depending on time, at least a housing (4) in which a material whose viscosity can be changed is housed, at least a pres -
sure means (5) which applies a preferred amount of pressure onto the housing (4) and at least a rotating means (6) which can rotate

S around a central axis.



DESCRIPTION

AN ADJUSTABLE DASHPOT

Technical Field

This invention is related to an adjustable dashpot whose damping effect can be

controlled, whose damping range does not change by means of its impermeability

feature and which can be adapted to different joint geometries.

Prior Art

Magneto-rheological materials, are smart materials whose rheological features

change under magnetic field effects. These materials behave like liquids when a

magnetic field is not present. They can change into viscoelastic solid form in the

presence of an electromagnetic field. The rheological features of magneto-

rheological materials can be precisely controlled by changing the applied

electromagnetic field.

Magneto-rheological materials are used in several different fields. One of the fields

in which said materials are frequently used is the field of motion damping and/or

the field of braking. Presently magnetorheological material is injected into the

device during application in these fields and a magnetic field is formed inside or

outside the system and as a result the rheological features of the material is changed.

By increasing the magnetic field, the viscosity of the magnetorheological material

is increased and the movement of the system located therein is restricted. In the case

that the magnetic field is sufficiently increased, the magnetorheological material is

formed as a completely viscoelastic solid form and as a result the system located

therein is completely immobilized. The magnetorheological material of the devices

used in the known state of the art provide the lowest amount of resistance to motion

when magnetic field effect is not present. Impermeability mean(s) need to be used



in order to prevent leakage in devices during motion. Impermeability means create

undesired friction forces in a system. Moreover although an impermeability means

is present in the device, after a while, leakage occurs and undesired or unexpected

rheological features are formed under the same magnetic field effect depending on

the leakage (loss) of magnetorheological material and in connection with this

leakage, the information regarding the electromagnetic field in which the desired

damping characteristic occur changes. In other words, in the case that there is a

leakage, although the electromagnetic field strength applied to the system remains

the same, the rheological properties of the magnetorheological material changes.

This situation prevents the system from operating efficiently. Moreover unwanted

effects can be experienced in the system or around it due to leakage, such as oily

residues or contamination.

The United States patent document numbered US2004 107784 of the state of the art

describes a system which can be controlled by using a magnetorheological fluid.

Objects of the Invention

The object of the invention is to form an adjustable dashpot with which

impermeability is completely provided.

Another object of the invention is to provide an adjustable dashpot where the

damping value can be controlled with precision and high repeatability.

Another object of the invention is to provide an adjustable dashpot where a smart

material is contained inside a monolithic closed container made of elastic material.

Another object of the invention is to provide an adjustable dashpot which houses

the smart material such that it does not contact any other mobile element directly.



Another object of the invention is to ensure that the smart material is carried with a

peristaltic motion.

Detailed Description of the Invention

The dashpot provided in order to reach the objects of the invention has been shown

in the attached figures, wherein the invention is intended to be applied to systems

having different kinematics (linear, rotation etc.), elements and geometry in order

to provide damping.

Fig. 1. Is the side section view of the dashpot.

Fig. 2. Is the perspective section view of the dashpot.

The parts in the figures are numbered individually and the references corresponding

to the related part are listed below.

1. Adjustable dashpot

2. Body

3. Control element

4. Housing

5. Pressure means

6. Rotating element

The adjustable dashpot (1) whose damping effect can be controlled and whose

damping range does not change by means of its impermeability feature and which

can be adapted to different joint geometries basically comprises;

- at least a body (2),

- at least a control element (3) which can be mounted onto the body (2) and which

can change the viscosity of the material whose viscosity can be changed

depending on time,



- at least a housing (4) in which a material whose viscosity can be changed is

housed,

- at least a pressure means (5) which applies a preferred amount of pressure onto

the housing (4)

- and at least a rotating element (6) which can rotate around a central axis.

According to an embodiment of the invention the adjustable dashpot (1) comprises

a body (2) having radial geometry depending on the rotation movement of said

dashpot. The control element (3) preferably has the ability to create an efficient

level of magnetic field. By this means, if preferred, the control element (3), can

create a magnetic field having the desired intensity. The magnetic field formation

strength of the control element (3) can be precisely adjusted and therefore the

magnetic field having the preferred strength can be formed by means of this control

element (3). An insulating material can be placed if required, at the area where the

control element (3) is in contact with the housing (4). This insulation material acts

as an insulator in order to prevent unwanted effects, between the housing (4) and

the control element (3). A housing (4) can be provided at the other surface of the

insulation material which does not have a control element (3). The housing (4) has

been produced from preferably an elastic material. Moreover, if preferred, the

housing can be formed from any kind of material whose material features can be

controlled and the housing is hollow. Preferably magnetorheological material is

stored inside the housing (4). This material is not allowed to leak out of the housing.

In order for the smart material inside the housing (4) to be able to flow, the channel

inside the housing (4) has a closed off circulation structure. Preferably the housing

(4) is monolithic and as it is a replaceable system component, it can be replaced if

the technical effects are reduced depending on usage and the disadvantages of the

adjustable dashpot (1) efficiency is minimized. The housing (4) can be elastically

deformed from at least one section by means of the pressure element (5). As the

housing (4) has an elastic structure, if any kind of force is applied onto the housing

(4), the housing (4) is temporarily elastically deformed and when this force is no

longer applied, the housing (4) take back its former shape. The force applied onto



the housing (4) is created by means of the pressure element (5). The pressure

element (5) is preferably installed onto the rotating element (6). For different

applications it may be preferred for the rotating element (6) to rotate around the

centre and for the pressure element (5) to be fixed. An elastic deformation is formed

on the surface of the housing (4) at the section that is in contact with the pressure

element (5) and in the case that the pressure element (5) is in contact with another

section of the housing (4) surface, the force on the initial deformed section is lifted,

and elastic deformation is created at the other section of the housing which is now

in contact with the pressure element (5). The pressure element (5) can be rotated at

preferred angles, speed and axis (pitch, yaw, roll) depending on the motion of the

rotating element (6). Not only a pressure element (5) which applies force from a

single point can be used in said adjustable dashpot (1) but also a pressure element

(5) or pressure elements (5) which can apply force from a plurality of points can be

used. In the case that a plurality of pressure elements (5) is desired to be used, other

geometries and/or coupling means can also be adapted to the adjustable dashpot (1).

The dashpot (1) of the invention, basically comprises a rotating element (6), a

plurality of pressure elements (5), a housing (4) containing smart material and a

control element (3). These components can be designed and produced to have

different kinematics and geometries. An embodiment of the invention can be

illustrated as having a a pressure element (5) and a housing (4) containing smart

material therein, and whose rheological features can be controlled by means of the

control element (3). In order to increase the effects of the components, the number

of parts may also be increased.

The operation of the adjustable dashpot (1) is as follows. The rotating element (6)

that is connected to the pressure element (5) is driven, and the pressure element (5)

moves at the desired direction and applies force onto the housing (4) and the

material inside said housing by means of this drive. The pressure element (5) moves

and deforms the housing (4) at the contact points. In the case that the motion is

desired to be damped at a preferred rate, the control element (3) is activated and the



effect created ensures that the rheological features of the smart material contained

inside the housing (4) is brought to a desired value. In such a case the resistance

force applied to the pressure (5) element by the smart material inside the housing

(4) is increased and this situtation causes said motion to occur at a slower speed. It

is possible to completely prevent the rotating motion, depending on the magnetic

field strength and the moment to be applied to the pressure element (5).

If necessary, other parts can be added to the adjustable dashpot (1) such as

insulation components, a coupling element or a power transfer module.



CLAIMS

1. The adjustable dashpot (1) whose damping effect can be controlled and whose

damping range does not change by means of its impermeability feature and

which can be adapted to different joint geometries is characterized in that it

basically comprises;

at least a control element (3) which can change the viscosity of the material

whose viscosity can be changed depending on time,

- at least a housing (4) in which a material whose viscosity can be changed is

housed,

- at least a pressure means (5) which applies a preferred amount of pressure onto

the housing (4)

and at least a rotating means (6) which can rotate around a central axis.

2. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a body (2) having

a radial geometry in connection with the rotation motion.

3. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a control element

(3) which has the feature to be able to create a magnetic field at an efficient

level, and which can create a magnetic field at the desired intensity if desired.

4. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a control element

(3) whose magnetic field creation strength can be precisely adjusted and

therefore which can create a magnetic field at the desired strengths.

5. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a control element

(3) having an insulating material if required, at the area which contacts the

housing (4).

6. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a housing (4)

located at the other surface of the insulation material not having a control

element (3).



7. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a hollow housing

(4), produced from preferably an elastic material, or from a material whose

features can be controlled if desired.

8. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a housing (4)

containing magnetorheological material which completely prevents the leakage

of said material.

9. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a housing (4)

having a closed circulation channel therein in order to enable the flow of the

smart material contained inside said housing.

10. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a housing (4)

which is preferably monolithic, having a replaceable system component, which

can be changed if the technical efficiency formed depending on usage is

reduced.

11. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a housing (4)

which can be deformed in at least one of its sections by means of a pressure

means (5).

12. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a housing (4)

which is deformable if force is applied thereon and which can take back its prior

shape due to its elastic structure.

13. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by pressure means

(5) which is preferably mounted on the rotating element (6)and which forms a

pressure on the housing (4).

14. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a pressure

element (5) which can be rotated at preferred angles, speed and axis (pitch, yaw,

roll) depending on the motion of the rotating element (6).



15. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a housing (4)

whose rheological features can be controlled by means of the control element

(3)·

16. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a pressure

element (5) which applies pressure onto the housing (4) and to the material

inside the housing by moving at the desired direction following being driven by

the rotating element (6) which is connected to the pressure element (5).

17. Adjustable dashpot (1) according to claim 1, characterized by a control element

(3) which is used when the motion is desired to be damped at a preferred rate,

and which ensures that the rheological features of the smart material contained

inside the housing (4) is brought to a desired value by means of the effect

created.
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